Extended Abstract

This research presents an analysis of references collected by an established group of users who share a common interest on a social computing website. The purpose is to demonstrate how social computing functions as an instrument for measuring scholarly communication. The goal is twofold: to reveal how an analysis of the references collected by interested users compares to and complements citation studies.

Citation analysis is dependent on its data set and the traditional data set is provided by the ISI indexes. Wouters (1998) describes the Science Citation Index (SCI) as "the first citation index aimed at the scientific literature as a whole" whose aim is to create "an image of this literature like a telephone book creates one of the inhabitants of a city (p. 225). Lately, and for various reasons, there is interest in examining other indexes and databases, such as those provided by Scopus and Google Scholar (e.g., Yang & Meho, 2006; Falagas, et al., 2008; Harzing & Wal, 2008; Howland, et al., 2009).

The attempt to aggregate the literature as a whole is a shared characteristic among the above indexes and databases. Excluding for a moment the practical limitations involved with the
actual ability to capture the totality of scholarly communication, what is important is the inherent aim, or unspoken claim, that these services create an objective and quantitative database of that totality. Including the practical limitations, one can argue that the validity of some citation analysis research rests on the indexes' and databases' ability to actually capture that totality. One motivation for examining sources other than those provided by ISI is to determine what is not captured by one or the other (Meho, 2007).

If we think of citation analysis, in part at least, as the study of influence in quantitative aggregate, then if we are really interested in this notion of influence we must wonder if there are other methods for studying in quantitative aggregate what is influential. Cronin, Shaw, and La Barre (2003) pursued such research in their analysis of an article's paratext, its bylines and acknowledgements. This study, and others like it, demonstrates an interest in capturing in quantitative aggregate sources of influence, of collaboration, and of recognition not easily identified from a list of references alone.

This study examines a potentially different source of influence---the references one collects. My argument essentially states that what academics, scholars, and scientists collect is as significant as what they cite. Social computing websites such as CiteULike.org, a Web service that lets users collect, store, tag, and share references, offer us the ability to examine these collections.

This kind of research requires multiple studies, but initial results based on a collection of references created by a group of users on CiteULike.org provide enough confirmation of the arguments above to proceed. With regards to scholarly communication in general, the group's collection reveals a strong interest in e-print, open access articles. The collection also favors
articles that are neither highly cited nor originate from high impact journals, which leads to the conclusion that less visible articles have some influence. Although there are limitations with this initial study, the analysis provides strong enough evidence to conclude that these types of collections capture areas of influence that citedness is unable to address. Consequently, further research in this area will strengthen the validity of traditional citation analysis.
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